
Taking Your Lighting Installations
to the Next Level 

New technology brings colorful, 
custom looks to light!

Providing inspiring designs, quality products and the 

latest technology can help you stand out as a 

professional lighting installer. Offering truly custom 

lighting with a wide range of portrait possibilities 

takes your installations to the next level and gives 

your customers the options they need for a unique 

design.

Recent innovations in outdoor lighting technology 

make it easier than ever to customize lighting design. 

New products offer more design styles, colors and 

flexibility than ever before. The new Inspira™ outdoor 

lighting fixtures from Unique Lighting Systems® 
integrate CCT and RGB illumination, beam adjustment 

and brightness all in one for truly one-of-a-kind 

design capabilities.

“Your customers can change colors and looks to show 

off their team spirit for a big game, adjust for different 

seasonal moods or create a unique holiday display,” 

says Alexis Deasy, marketing communications 

manager for Unique Lighting Systems.

This flexibility can unlock creativity and add more 

enjoyment for the homeowner, and it all starts with a 

professional installation.” 

Inspira also features exclusive, cloud-enabled lens 

control that allows the light beam to be fully adjusted 

in both angle and spread. No mechanical parts are 

used for these adjustments, so they’re easy to use and 

offer unequaled flexibility in lighting design. 
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Color, beam angle and brightness are all adjusted 

from a mobile device or computer with cloud 

connected SMRT Logic® gateway and the 

SMRTSCAPE™ app. “Inspira puts the power of endless 

customization in the palm of your hand,” adds Deasy. 

All Inspira fixtures are made of premium-grade solid 

brass and composite material for maximum durability. 

They are covered by a limited lifetime warranty and 

arrive ready to install with a 25-foot wire lead, and 

brass threaded, slotted stake. They’re available with a 

beautiful, weathered brass standard finish, with five 

other optional powder coated finishes available as an 

upgrade. Choose from three Inspira light fixture 

options.

For up lighting and down lighting, choose the 

Rembrandt fixture. All Rembrandt fixtures feature 

solid brass construction with a patent pending, 

adjustable and reversible shroud. Beam adjustment 

range is 15 to 40 degrees, making it the perfect fixture 

for graze lighting and tall structures.

The Monet well light also offers a beam adjustment 

range of 15 to 40 degrees for customizable up lighting 

and graze lighting. Monet is the perfect fixture for 

creating a wall wash effect, highlighting trees or up 

lighting other landscape features.

The Van Gough area light fixtures can be used to 

create beautiful and customizable pathways, seating 

areas and community spaces. They feature solid cast 

brass construction and an optical acrylic lens. 

Ready to provide your customers with colorful 

flexibility in their lighting design? Visit 

Inspira.UniqueLighting.com to learn more about 

Inspira Fixtures.
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